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October 15, 2001 
 
 
Members of the Colorado General Assembly 
c/o the Office of Legislative Legal Services 
State Capitol Building 
Denver, Colorado 80203 
 
Dear Members of the General Assembly: 
 
The Colorado Department of Regulatory Agencies has completed its evaluation of 
the sunrise application for regulation of home inspectors and is pleased to submit 
this written report.  The report is submitted pursuant to §24-34-104.1, Colorado 
Revised Statutes (C.R.S.), which provides that the Department of Regulatory 
Agencies shall conduct an analysis and evaluation of proposed regulation to 
determine whether the public needs, and would benefit from, the regulation. 
 
The report discusses the question of whether there is a need for the regulation in 
order to protect the public from potential harm, whether regulation would serve to 
mitigate the potential harm, and whether the public can be adequately protected by 
other means in a more cost-effective manner. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
M. Michael Cooke 
Executive Director 
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The Sunrise 
Process Background 

 
Colorado law, §24-34-104.1, Colorado Revised Statutes 
(C.R.S.), requires that individuals or groups proposing legislation 
to regulate any occupation or profession first submit information 
to the Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) for the 
purposes of a sunrise review.  The intent of the law is to impose 
regulation on occupations and professions only when it is 
necessary to protect the public health, safety or welfare.  DORA 
must evaluate the information submitted in order to prepare a 
report evaluating the justification for regulation based upon the 
following criteria contained in the sunrise statute: 
 

(I) Whether the unregulated practice of the 
occupation or profession clearly harms or 
endangers the health, safety, or welfare of the 
public, and whether the potential for the harm is 
easily recognizable and not remote or dependent 
upon tenuous argument;  

 
(II) Whether the public needs, and can reasonably 
be expected to benefit from, an assurance of initial 
and continuing professional or occupational 
competence;  

 
(III) Whether the public can be adequately protected 
by other means in a more cost-effective manner.  

 
Any professional or occupational group or organization, any 
individual, or any other interested party may submit an 
application for the regulation of an unregulated occupation or 
profession.  Applications must be accompanied by supporting 
signatures and must include a description of the proposed 
regulation and justification for such regulation.  Applications 
received by July 1 must have a review completed by DORA by 
October 15 of the year following the year of submission.  
 
 

Methodology 
 
The sunrise review process included review of the sunrise 
application, a review and comparison of other state’s regulation 
and a review of available literature.  We interviewed numerous 
stakeholders including professionals in the real estate and 
financial industries, regulators in other states and various 
consumer representatives. 
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Proposal for 
Regulation 

The Colorado chapters of the American Society of Home 
Inspectors (ASHI) and the National Association of Home 
Inspectors (NAHI) have submitted a sunrise application to the 
Department of Regulatory Agencies (DORA) for review in 
accordance with the provisions of §24-34-104.1, Colorado 
Revised Statutes (C.R.S.).  The application identifies licensure of 
home inspectors as the appropriate level of regulation necessary 
to protect the public.  DORA investigates the need for regulation 
of a previously unregulated occupation or profession based on 
the three criteria contained in §24-34-104.1(4), C.R.S. 
 
 

Profile of the Profession 
 
Prospective purchasers of residential property are the primary 
consumers of home inspection services.  According to the 
application, home inspectors provide "an objective visual 
examination of the physical structure and systems of the home.”  
The purpose of the inspection is to alert clients of any potential 
defects or problems with the property. 
 
Inspectors are independent businesspeople, usually conducting 
inspections without supervision or oversight by any government 
agency.  A typical inspection of a single-family residence takes 
approximately two to four hours.  Inspectors generally provide 
clients with a written evaluation of the home's heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system, plumbing and 
electrical systems, roof, attic, walls, ceiling, floors, windows and 
doors, foundation, basement and exterior.   
 
Unless the inspector is also a licensed engineer, the inspector is 
prohibited from making an evaluation of the structural integrity of 
the building.  The written evaluation may include a 
recommendation for an evaluation by a specific professional if a 
component of the home shows evidence of a problem.   
 
Fees for inspections vary with the individual inspector or 
company.  However, they typically range from $100 to $300 for a 
single family home, depending on the scope and complexity of 
the inspection, the style, type of construction, age and size of the 
home. 
 



 

Home inspectors may operate their business as a sole 
proprietorship, or in partnership with another inspector.  Other 
forms of legal structure such as Limited Partnership, Corporation 
(including Sub-Chapter S) or Limited Liability Company are also 
available.   
 
There are no minimum qualifications for home inspectors 
conducting business in Colorado.  Inspectors currently have a 
wide variety of backgrounds and experience.  Many inspectors 
have experience in the construction industry.  Some have real 
estate or engineering backgrounds.  According to the applicant, it 
is possible that some individuals currently providing home 
inspection services in the state have no prior education or 
experience in the construction or inspection field. 
 

Education 
 
Most of the states that have regulatory programs for home 
inspectors require education, experience or a combination of 
both in order to practice in that state.  Typically, a home 
inspector receives training on the job from another inspector.  
Many inspectors have backgrounds in related industries, such as 
construction or building inspection.   
 
There are several education options available.  These range 
from classroom training programs that may take several days 
through the trade associations to less formal correspondence 
programs offered by various private education entities.  The cost 
for the programs range from $250 for one of the correspondence 
programs to over $1,000 plus travel expenses for one of the 
schools.  All of the programs and schools reviewed for this report 
indicated that they provide the education necessary to pass the 
private credentialing examinations. 
 

Private Credentialing 
 
There are two major nationally recognized private organizations 
that provide certification for home inspectors, the American 
Society of Home Inspectors, Inc (ASHI), and the National 
Association of Home Inspectors (NAHI).  The Colorado chapters 
of both of these organizations have joined in submitting the 
sunrise application. 
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Both of these organizations provide education, code of ethics, 
practice standards, examination, and certification for their 
members.  To be certified, an applicant must perform a specified 
number of inspections for a fee.  Copies of the inspection reports 
are submitted to the accrediting body for evaluation.  If the 
inspection reports demonstrate a satisfactory level of 
competence, the applicant is allowed to take the credentialing 
body's examination.  The examination used by ASHI was 
developed and updated by the Examination Board of 
Professional Home Inspectors (EBPHI).   
 
According to EBPHI, the examination meets the standards 
developed by the National Commission for Certifying Agencies 
and the American Psychological Association's "Standards for 
Educational and Psychological Testing".  A private vendor, 
Assessment Services, Inc. (ASI), administers the examination 
nationally.  The examination evaluates knowledge in several key 
areas including: 
 
• Structural Components; 
• Exterior; 
• Roofing; 
• Plumbing; 
• Heating; 
• Cooling; 
• Electrical; 
• Insulation and Ventilation; 
• Interiors; 
• Fireplaces and Solid Fuel Burning Appliances; 
• Professional Practices. 
 
Once a satisfactory score on the examination is achieved, an 
applicant may begin using the credential of the private 
credentialing organization.  Both national credentialing 
organizations require continuing education in the inspection field 
to maintain their certification.   
 
According to the applicants, there are approximately 200 
members of the two major associations residing and practicing in 
Colorado.  The applicants indicate that the two associations 
represent about 25 to 30 percent of the approximately 600 home 
inspectors in the state. 
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Summary of 
Current 
Regulation 

The Colorado Regulatory Environment 
 
There is no state regulatory program or oversight in Colorado.  
However, various regulatory practice acts, such as those for 
engineers and architects allow licensees to conduct business as 
an inspector.  These practice acts also prohibit someone who is 
not a licensee from practicing or issuing evaluations that fall 
under the scope of practice of the respective licensing act.  For 
example, according to Colorado law, only an engineer may 
evaluate the structural integrity of a building. 
 
Some local jurisdictions have requirements for inspections.  For 
example, the City of Boulder requires that rental properties 
undergo periodic inspections to ensure the safety of tenants.  
However, while the city requires the use of a city-approved form 
for the inspections, it has not established standards for the 
qualifications of the inspector. 
 
There are no state or federal laws that require a prospective 
purchaser to obtain a home inspection prior to purchasing a 
property.  However, the Federal Department of Housing and 
Urban Development (HUD) requires appraisers to perform an 
abbreviated inspection as part of a HUD appraisal.   
 
The standard Contract to Buy and Sell Real Estate (Residential) 
(attached to this report as Appendix A) which is approved by the 
Colorado Real Estate Commission (Commission) is used in most 
residential real estate transactions.  Commission regulations do 
not require an inspection as a condition of a real estate 
transaction.  However, the standard contract contains two 
provisions relevant to the home inspector profession.   
 
The first provision of interest is item 16, the Seller's Property 
Disclosure Deadline.  This item requires the seller of real 
property to disclose to the potential buyer information about the 
condition of the house and its systems on a Seller's Property 
Disclosure form approved by the Commission.  This form must 
be provided to the buyer prior to the closing.   
 
The disclosure form states that the broker involved in the sale of 
the property does not guarantee the information contained in the 
form.  It also states that the form is not intended to be a 
substitute for an inspection of the property. 
 



 

The second provision of interest to the home inspection industry 
is item 17, the Inspection Objection Deadline.  The contract 
specifies that the buyer has the right to have an inspection of the 
property and that if the results are not to the satisfaction of the 
buyer, the buyer has two options.  Option one is to notify the 
seller in writing that the contract is terminated by completing the 
Notice to Terminate portion of the Inspection Notice (attached to 
this report as Appendix B).  Option two is for the buyer to provide 
the seller with a Notice to Correct.  Upon receipt of a Notice to 
Correct, the seller may make the requested repairs, or terminate 
the contract. 
 
Federal Regulation 
 
There is no formal regulation of home inspectors at the federal 
level.  Most federally backed mortgage guarantee programs, 
such as Federal Housing Administration (FHA) and Veterans 
Administration (VA), have requirements for licensed appraisers 
to make a simple visual inspection of the property as part of the 
appraisal process.  There is a federal requirement that states 
license appraisers, and that the licensing program for this 
profession include education and examination on the process of 
arriving at a reasonable estimate of the fair market value for a 
property.  However, there is a difference in estimating the value 
of a property and evaluating the condition and systems within the 
property.  Appraisers are not required to undergo any training for 
home inspection purposes. 
 
Regulation in Other States 
 
There are approximately 20 states that have some type of 
regulatory requirements for home inspectors.  These 
requirements include practice standards, simple registration 
programs, certification or a comprehensive licensing program.  A 
summary of the states and their programs is included as Table 1 
on the following page. 
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Table 1 
 

State Regulatory Programs 
 

Type - R= Registration, C= Certification, L= Licensure, PS= Practice Standards 
AC = Regulatory authority has a statutorily created advisory committee with industry representation. 

 

State Agency Type Qualification When 
Started 

AL Secretary of State R 
National credentials or membership in 
approved organization or licensed 
contractor 

1996 

AZ Board of Technical 
Registration C Insurance, education and examination 2000 

AR Secretary of State R Insurance, national credentials or 
apprenticeship 1996 

CA  PS   

CT Consumer Protection 
Commission  (AC) L Education or experience and examination 2000 

GA  PS   
LA Independent Board L Education or experience and examination 1997 

MD*  PS   

MA Independent Board L Insurance, national examination, 
contracts on file 2000 

MT  PS   

NV Real Estate 
Commission C Background check, Insurance, 40 hours 

education and examination 1998 

NJ** Engineer Board (AC) L  2001 

NC Insurance L Education or 6 years experience in 
construction or licensed contractor 1996 

OR Construction 
Contractor Board (AC) C  1998 

RI Construction 
Contractor Board (AC) L Regulations proposed 2001 

SC Builders Board L National certification and 1 year 
apprenticeship 2001 

SD Real Estate 
Commission L 40 hours education and examination 2001 

TX Real Estate 
Commission L Education or apprenticeship and 

examination 1981 

WI Professional 
Registrations Division C  1999 

 
*Maryland licensing legislation pending in the General Assembly. 
 

**New Jersey program authorized by legislature in 1998.  However, no regulations have been passed therefore inspectors 
are unable to obtain licenses. 
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Analysis and 
Recommendation 

 

The sunrise criteria are very clear and specific regarding 
justification for the creation of a new regulatory program.  The 
burden is upon the applicant to document through the application 
process that the occupation or profession being considered 
meets all three criteria.  The application for the regulation of 
home inspectors does not meet the statutory burden. 
 
Public Harm 
 
The first sunrise criterion asks: 
 
Whether the unregulated practice of the occupation or profession 
clearly harms or endangers the health, safety, or welfare of the 
public, and whether the potential for the harm is easily 
recognizable and not remote or dependent upon tenuous 
argument; 
 
In the case of home inspectors, public harm would take the form 
of economic damage, which would fall under the category of 
public welfare in terms of the statutory criteria.  The contention is, 
that because the purchase of a house is such a major 
investment, that a complete home inspection is necessary.  It is 
further argued by the applicant that an improper inspection 
harms the consumer. 
 
Evidence has not been presented that the unregulated practice 
of home inspections clearly harms the public.  In fact, it is not 
clear that any harm identified is easily recognizable.  Inspections 
are a voluntary, contractual arrangement between two parties, 
the prospective purchaser of the property, and the home 
inspector.  There are no statutory or regulatory requirements that 
an inspection be conducted to determine the condition of real 
property.   
 
As discussed previously in this review, it is estimated that there 
are 72,000 home sales in Colorado each year.  A survey 
conducted by national real estate and home inspector 
organizations concludes that almost 80 percent of home sales 
involve an inspection.  Yet, there are few complaints.  The Better 
Business Bureau reports only 11 complaints over a three-year 
period from 1997 through 2000, an average of less than four per 
year.  It is reasonable to conclude that professional referrals and 
word of mouth advertising work well in this industry. 
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As recently as 10 years ago, real estate agents and brokers 
discouraged the use of independent inspectors in residential real 
estate transactions.  According to the applicant and real estate 
professionals contacted for this review, many real estate brokers 
viewed inspectors as obstructionists, causing unnecessary 
complications in real estate transactions. 
 
This view has changed in recent years.  In fact, in 1998 the 
Commission authorized the creation of a Specialty Licensing 
Task Force to investigate the impacts of regulation of home 
inspectors.  The task force prepared a "White Paper" for the 
Commission containing findings and recommendations.  The 
task force found that approximately 72,000 home sales occur in 
Colorado annually and that, increasingly, those purchasing 
homes rely upon a home inspection before making their decision.  
The task force report did not quantify the number of inspections.  
However, the report did state that a majority of the transactions 
involved an inspection. 
 
One potential benefit of regulation mentioned by several real 
estate professionals contacted for this review is a shifting of legal 
liability in transactions involving a qualified inspector.  There 
have been civil and administrative cases resulting from 
complaints initiated by buyers who discover defects in purchased 
property.  In these complaints, the buyer attempts to hold the 
listing broker responsible for the defects alleging that the broker 
knew, or should have known, the defects were present.  The 
logic seems to prevail with some brokers that if an independent 
inspector did not find a defect, then at the very least, there is an 
additional party to involve in any civil action. 
 
The purpose of a regulatory program is to protect the public 
health, safety and/or welfare.  A major component of any sunrise 
review is an evaluation of the harm to consumers by the 
unregulated practice of the occupation or profession.   
 
The applicant indicates that the public welfare is potentially at 
risk from the unregulated practice of home inspection in two 
areas.  The first area relates to the ethics of the individual 
inspector.  The second is the competency of the individual 
inspectors. 
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Ethics 
 
Both ASHI and NAHI promote codes of ethics for their members.  
Both organizations' codes stress accurate, professional reports 
and avoiding conflicts of interest.  Potential conflict of interest 
issues involved in a home inspection include: 
 
• Inspectors using the inspection process to solicit business 

from the buyer or seller to make recommended repairs; 
 
• Inspectors inspecting property in which they have a financial 

interest; 
 
• Sellers having the fee for the inspection contingent upon the 

outcome of the report or closing on the property; 
 
• Inspectors collecting fees from the seller rather than the 

buyer. 
 
The problems associated with using the inspection process to 
solicit repair business for the inspector is obvious.  
Recommending unnecessary repairs to generate additional 
income would definitely create a conflict.  There are also issues 
with recommending specific contractors and receiving referral 
fees.  Some states prohibit regulated inspectors from making 
repairs on any inspected property for a period of two years to 
reduce this unethical practice. 
 
Inspecting a property that the inspector has a financial interest in 
or having the inspection fee contingent upon closing both call the 
objectivity of the inspector into question.  In both situations, the 
report could be slanted to encourage a potential buyer to 
complete the purchase by overlooking potential problems that 
could cause the transaction to be terminated. 
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Some homeowners contract with an inspector when listing their 
property for sale.  ASHI maintains that buyers should not rely on 
an inspection report prepared by an inspector paid by a seller.  
After all, in this situation, the seller is the client of the inspector.  
However, this appears to contradict the concept of a professional 
home inspection, since it is required to be an objective evaluation 
of the home and its systems.  Indeed, if it is truly an objective 
evaluation there is nothing wrong with this practice.  It may alert 
the homeowner to potential issues with the property that the 
homeowner may correct or disclose before listing the property.   
 
Competency 
 
The second area of potential risk to the public is related to the 
competency of individual inspectors.  Residential housing 
purchases amount to approximately $1.5 billion annually in 
Colorado.  According to the applicant and the Commission, a 
majority of these transactions involve an inspection.  
 
The applicants maintain that because there is no state regulation 
of the inspection industry, the public is at risk.  The contention is 
that the home buying public is relying on the inspection before 
making a decision on the largest single investment most families 
will make in their lives. 
 
The position of the industry representatives contacted is that 
since there is no regulatory oversight, anyone can provide 
inspection services regardless of experience or qualifications.  
Since there are no minimum standards for home inspector 
qualifications, the quality of inspections varies.  The applicant 
claims some inspectors do not have the necessary expertise to 
effectively evaluate some systems or components of the house.  
Therefore, consumers who rely on this information could be 
misled into believing major systems are in good working order 
only to be required to make expensive repairs after purchasing 
the home.  However, consumers utilizing the services of an 
inspector are capable of checking references and qualifications 
before contracting for services. 
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Some realtors contacted for this review expressed concerns 
about the qualifications of inspectors.  However, some of their 
concerns extend to what the applicant would consider to be 
qualified inspectors.  These realtors expressed frustration at 
inspection reports that are vague or contain information the 
realtors consider to be insignificant. 
 
Charges of vagueness result from reports that include 
recommendations to consult with other construction 
professionals.  This sometimes occurs when an inspection 
reveals indications that a problem may exist but does not reveal 
enough evidence to support a definitive conclusion.  For 
example, rust on a heat exchanger in a furnace may indicate a 
problem, but unless the exchanger is obviously cracked, the 
inspector may recommend contacting a HVAC contractor.  
Another example, cracks in the basement or crawlspace, could 
be an indication of possible expansive soils.  The inspector may 
recommend contacting a geologist to investigate this possibility. 
 
Insignificant information included in inspection reports may be 
information such as "screen in master bedroom has a hole in it" 
or "missing tile in shower enclosure.”  Some realtors view these 
types of observations as frivolous and unnecessary.  They are 
concerned that these remarks make it more difficult to conclude 
sales. 
 
Inspectors defend both practices in completing inspection 
reports.  "An inspection is an objective visual examination of the 
physical structure and systems of a house."1  Most inspectors do 
not hold themselves out to be experts in all phases of 
construction.  They maintain that it is their function to direct their 
clients to obtain the appropriate expert advice based on their 
observations.  Observations about any physical deficiency of the 
property are subject to reporting to the client. 
 

                                            
1 www.independentinspector.org 4/4/001 
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The applicant provided nine examples of public harm that 
occurred due to alleged professional incompetence.  All of the 
examples involved civil actions against an inspector and in some 
cases included contractors, realtors, and sellers.  The applicant 
was unable to provide documentation on the total number of civil 
cases involving home inspectors.  It is also unknown what 
qualifications the inspectors in the provided cases held.  The 
cases, as provided by the applicant, are as follows: 
 
• 1992 - A County Court entered a $149 judgment against an 

inspector in a case involving water damage that was not 
reported; 

 

• 1992 - An arbitration hearing awarded a homeowner $304 in 
a case involving an unreported structural defect.  The seller 
was also a defendant; 

 

• 1992 - An HVAC contractor and an inspector were sued in 
County Court in a case involving an alleged faulty furnace.  
The inspector settled for a small confidential amount; 

 

• 1992 - Several contractors and an inspector were sued in 
District Court over alleged movement of a fireplace, the 
inspector settled for a small confidential amount; 

 

• 1993 - A purchaser was awarded $8,163 in arbitration in a 
case involving fireplace movement; 

 

• 1993 – A District Court case named the seller, an inspector 
and a real estate broker as defendants alleging inadequate 
combustion air in the furnace room.  The inspector settled 
with the claimant for $10,000; 

 

• 1993 - A District Court case named an inspector and several 
contractors co-defendants in a case alleging serious 
structural defects.  The inspector settled for a modest 
confidential amount; 

 

• 1996 - A District Court case named an inspector, a real estate 
broker and the seller as co-defendants in a case alleging 
structural movement.  The inspector settled for $2,500; 

 

• 1999 – A District Court case named an inspector, a real 
estate broker, the seller, and a contractor as co-defendants in 
a case alleging code violations and structural deficiencies.  
The inspector settled for a small confidential amount. 
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Inquiries were made to the Colorado Office of the Attorney 
General as well as consumer protection divisions of the larger 
district attorney offices.  None of these government agencies 
were able to quantify complaints made against home inspectors.  
The Better Business Bureau reports 1,630 inquiries and 11 
complaints in the home inspection category for calendar years 
1997 through 2000.   
 
Some realtors consider an inspection by an independent party as 
added insurance against future litigation.  In fact, some 
inspection companies carry insurance policies to indemnify them 
against lawsuits based on material items missed on an 
inspection.2,3 In California, strong support by the real estate 
community for regulation of home inspectors was at least 
partially fueled by a belief that an inspection by a qualified 
inspector will reduce a real estate broker's potential liability if a 
material defect is found in the future.4  However, according to the 
sunset criteria, protection of real estate professionals is not 
justification for the creation of a regulatory program. 
 
The Specialty Licensing Task Force created by the Colorado 
Real Estate Commission issued a "Statement of Need" which 
recommended supporting regulation of the industry indicating: 
"…there are court cases and a plethora of available testimony to 
demonstrate such a need to the real estate, home inspection and 
related industries, as well as the legislature."5  However, the task 
force report did not document specific cases or information.   
 
The task force recommended standards of practice and 
prohibited acts for potential licensees.  One proposal would 
prohibit home inspectors who are not registered engineers from 
performing engineering activities.  However, the provisions of 
§12-25-105, C.R.S., the Engineer and Surveyor Act, already 
prohibit these actions. 
 

                                            
2 Crawford, Dave "Home Inspections: An Advantage for REALTORS in 
Today's Market" Realty Times November 19, 1998 
3 Mandell, Arthur, "Warning From a Home Inspector Don't let an inspection 
increase your risk of liability" Today's REALTOR, August, 1996 
4 Harper, Dean K.P., "Elevating The Standards Of Home Inspectors And 
Reducing The Exposure Of Real Estate Brokers" Bowles & Verna Real Estate 
Bulletin WWW.bowlesverna.com/articles/realestate1.html 
5 Memo to The Colorado Real Estate Commission from the Specialty 
Licensing Task Force October 13, 1998 
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The application proposes the creation of a new regulatory 
program to license home inspectors.  Licensing is the most 
restrictive form of regulation.  The applicant maintains that 
licensure is necessary to ensure home inspectors maintain a 
minimum of competency in order to protect consumers.  The 
applicant acknowledges in the application materials that 
licensure will reduce the number of practitioners, at least initially, 
and increase costs to consumers. 
 
There have been a handful of court cases resulting in judgments 
or settlements averaging less than $4,300.  The fact that 
consumers have been successful in obtaining settlements 
indicates that there is currently an adequate process to protect 
the public without the formulation of a new regulatory program. 
 
Need for Regulation 
 
The second sunrise criterion asks: 
 
Whether the public needs, and can reasonably be expected to 
benefit from, an assurance of initial and continuing professional 
or occupational competence. 
 
The applicants have requested licensure as the appropriate level 
of regulation, and suggested certification by ASHI as the 
standard for licensure.  There are several concerns with this type 
of regulatory structure. 
 
First, licensure is a restriction on the practice of the occupation.  
Licensure restricts entry to the occupation and performance of 
the regulated activity to those licensed.  However, the licensing 
standard advanced by the applicant provides that unlicensed 
persons will be authorized to practice. 
 
Licensing statutes prohibit anyone not licensed from practicing 
the occupation.  In order to become ASHI certified, an applicant 
must perform 100 inspections for compensation and then submit 
them to ASHI for evaluation.  If a licensing law were in place, it 
would be impossible for anyone not currently ASHI certified to 
become licensed in the state.  The probable solution to this 
problem is creation of at least two levels of licensure to allow 
new applicants to enter the field. 
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Second, it cannot be demonstrated that certification by ASHI is 
an assurance that the public will be protected.  The applicants 
submitted several instances of alleged harm to the public caused 
by improper inspections.  However, the applicant did not 
document the qualifications of those inspectors.  It is possible 
that some of those inspectors would have been qualified for 
licensure under the proposed licensing standards. 
 
It has also been documented through an investigative television 
report aired in Colorado Springs, that inspectors certified by 
ASHI have conducted inspections on homes in that area and 
failed to inform consumers of defects in the homes.  This 
indicates that the initial and continuing professional competency 
evaluations proposed by the applicant cannot be reasonably 
expected to protect the public. 
 
Third, a licensing program establishes that only persons who 
have demonstrated competency established in the licensing 
standards are qualified to perform the professional service.  
There are many individuals from a variety of backgrounds who 
are qualified to perform home inspection services including 
general contractors, building officials, and insurance adjusters.  
There are also other licensed professionals who may be qualified 
and interested in performing this service such as architects and 
engineers.  While statutory exemptions can be provided for 
licensed professionals, it is not practical to provide exemptions 
for unlicensed individuals without explicitly stating qualifications. 
 
Alternatives to Regulation 
 
The third sunrise criterion asks: 
 
Whether the public can be adequately protected by other means 
in a more cost-effective manner. 
 
As documentation of actual harm, the applicant submitted 
summaries of several court cases involving possible harm 
caused by a home inspector.  In these cases, the amount of 
damage ranged from $149 to $10,000.  The most significant 
information revealed in this documentation is that the public has 
an adequate mechanism through small claims or civil court to be 
made whole without a licensing program.   
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In fact, most licensing programs do not serve to compensate the 
public for damages.  A licensing program may take disciplinary 
action against a licensee for violating a statute, regulation or 
perhaps a professional standard. 
 
For example, if an electrician were to improperly wire a building 
(and an inspector did not catch the problem) and this improper 
wiring job resulted in a fire with major damage, the consumer is 
not able to seek recourse through the State Electrical Board.  
The State Electrical Board can deny, suspend, or revoke the 
electrician's license.  However, it cannot order the electrician to 
pay any damages to the consumer.  The consumer, to recover 
damages, must seek a judgment in a court of law.   
 
There are exceptions to this regulatory standard however.  In 
real estate, licensed brokers are required to pay into the Real 
Estate Recovery Fund, which is used to compensate victims of 
real estate fraud.  In other programs licensing authorities usually 
have the ability to enter into stipulated agreements with licensees 
as a form of discipline; it is possible to include restitution in a 
stipulated agreement.   
 
However, this situation requires the licensee to agree to pay 
restitution.  If the licensee refuses, the authority may discipline 
the license and the recourse for the harmed public is civil court to 
seek financial compensation.  It is also possible to require 
inspectors to maintain a bond, however, in most cases insurance 
companies will not pay a bond unless a court has found the bond 
holder to be liable for damages.  Again, this requires the harmed 
public to seek redress in the courts regardless of the presence of 
a regulatory authority. 
 
Conclusion 
 
There is no question that the purchase of a home is a major 
investment for a buyer.  Prospective buyers are well served by 
making use of all reasonable sources of information before 
making a purchase.  Of the average 72,000 home sales each 
year, a majority are facilitated by licensed real estate brokers.  
Attorneys, title companies, licensed appraisers, land surveyors, 
banks, mortgage lenders, builders, contractors, and other 
professionals are also frequently involved. 
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According to both the applicants and the Colorado Division of 
Real Estate, home inspectors are becoming increasingly 
involved in home sales.  A survey commissioned by the National 
Association of Realtors and ASHI reported that nationally 77 
percent of homebuyers requested an inspection prior to 
purchasing a home.  While some realtors still express misgivings 
about the use of inspectors, calling them deal breakers, many 
are encouraging clients to use inspectors.  The survey reported 
that 92 percent of realtors always recommend an inspection to 
their clients.  The majority of the real estate associations 
contacted for this review supported the regulation of home 
inspectors.  However, the justification for this support may not be 
based on a desire to protect the public. 
 
In the survey conducted by the National Association of Realtors 
and ASHI it was found the real estate agent (or broker) 
recommended the inspector performing the inspection 69 
percent of the time.  If the proposal for regulation is mainly 
concerned with the qualifications of inspectors, real estate 
agents in the state can easily educate the public without the 
creation of a new regulatory program.  
 
The judgment and professionalism of all of these individuals are 
factors in the decision to purchase a home.  Perhaps one of the 
key professional judgments is that of the appraiser.  The 
appraiser is responsible for establishing a value for the property.  
If a buyer purchases a property at or below its appraised value it 
could be argued that any minor defects are not relevant, because 
the buyer received a fair exchange in the transaction.   
 
Further, the Commission could develop an approved brochure 
with guidelines for selecting a qualified inspector.  This brochure 
could be available from brokers at the time an offer is made on a 
home.  This option would not prevent the prospective buyer from 
obtaining the services of an inspector who did not meet the 
recommended guidelines.  Nor would it place a barrier to entry 
for those desiring to provide inspection services.  It would 
provide public protection by assisting consumers in making 
informed choices.  Although there may be a slight cost to the real 
estate licensing program for this option, as one of the advocates 
for standards in the inspection industry, it is reasonable to expect 
that the industry would accept the expense. 
 
Recommendation - The General Assembly should take no 
action based on the application request for regulation of 
home inspectors. 
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Appendix A – 
Contract to Buy 
and Sell Real 
Estate 
(Residential) 
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Appendix B – 
Notice to 
Terminate 
Inspection 
Notice 
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